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Introduction

Advertising drives the Internet.

That’s surely not something most of us imagined 15 years ago when the World
Wide Web was still in its infancy, but it’s most definitely true today. The big Internet
companies, such as Google, make most of their money by selling advertisements;
even smaller websites make a fair chunk of change by allowing ads to appear on
their pages. And businesses with products to sell and websites to promote have
big budgets for online advertising, which turns out to be a very effective way to
drum up new customers.

Like I said, advertising drives the Internet.

One of the great things about this Internet advertising craze is that it’s not just for
the big boys. Thanks to online advertising networks such as Google’s AdSense and
AdWords, even the smallest website can host profitable online advertisements, and
even the smallest advertiser can make his presence known on the web. Anybody
and everybody can either host or place ads online, and that’s not a bad thing.

That said, how do you join the party?

Well, if you want to make a little money from your website, you can participate in
Google’s AdSense program, which places relevant ads on your web pages. Or, if you
want to advertise your website or product or business, you can sign up for Google’s
AdWords program, which displays your ads when people search for a similar topic
on Google’s search site—as well as places your ads on websites that participate in
the AdSense program.

In other words, Google is your one-stop-shop for online advertising—whether
you’re a host site or an advertiser.

It’s not quite that easy, of course—especially if you want to be effective in what
you do. Optimizing your site to generate the most possible advertising revenues
takes a bit of work, and creating an effective text advertisement is as much of an
art as it is a science. In other words, you probably need a bit of help in navigating
the online advertising waters.

Which is why you’re reading this book, I presume. Using Google AdWords and
AdSense is your handy guide to everything you need to know about Google’s
online advertising programs. I’ll walk you through creating an account, placing ads
on your site, and creating ads to run on other sites. I’ll help you maximize your



revenues and minimize your costs—at least, as much as possible. There’s always a
bit of work involved on your part, of course.

Who Should Read This Book

Using Google AdWords and AdSense is written for all levels of users; I don’t presup-
pose any existing online advertising experience. That said, you do need to know or
have access to someone who knows a little bit about the technical aspects of run-
ning a website. That’s because using AdSense and AdWords requires some basic
HTML coding to place those ads on a website. If you don’t know how to do it, you’ll
have to find someone who does.

How This Book is Organized

Using Google AdWords and AdSense contains everything you need to know to get
started as either an ad host or an advertiser. I’ll walk you through the basics of pay-
per-click (PPC) advertising and show you what you need to do to place ads on your
site or create your own ads.

This book contains 22 chapters, organized into three major sections:

• Part I: Pay-Per-Click Advertising provides an overview of how PPC advertis-
ing works, from both sides of the table.

• Part II: Using Google AdSense is your guide to making money from PPC
ads. You’ll learn about Google’s five different AdSense programs, how to earn
sales commissions from the Google Affiliate Network, and how to maximize
your AdSense revenue.

• Part III: Using Google AdWords shows you how to advertise on the Google
AdWords network. You’ll learn how to create an account, launch a new cam-
paign, and write your first ads. You’ll also learn how to choose and bid on the
most effective keywords, how to track your ads’ performance, how to create a
customized landing page, and how to combine PPC advertising with search
engine marketing. You’ll even learn how to advertise your videos on Google’s
YouTube site.

Using This Book

This book allows you to customize your own learning experience. The step-by-step
instructions in the book give you a solid foundation in using Google AdWords and
AdSense, while rich and varied online content, including video tutorials and audio
sidebars, provide the following:

I n t r o d u c t i o n2



• Demonstrations of step-by-step tasks covered in the book

• Additional tips or information on a topic

• Practical advice and suggestions

• Direction for more advanced tasks not covered in the book

Here’s a quick look at a few structural features designed to help you get the most
out of this book.

Notes: Important tasks are offset to draw attention to them.

LET ME TRY IT tasks are presented in a step-by-step sequence so

you can easily follow along.

SHOW ME video walks through tasks you’ve just got to see.

TELL ME MORE audio delivers practical insights straight from the

experts.

Special Features

More than just a book, your USING product integrates step-by-step video tutorials
and valuable audio sidebars delivered through the Free Web Edition that comes
with every USING book. For the price of the book, you get online access anywhere
with a web connection—no books to carry, content is updated as the technology
changes, and the benefit of video and audio learning.

About the USING Web Edition

The Web Edition of every USING book is powered by Safari Books Online, allowing
you to access the video tutorials and valuable audio sidebars. Plus, you can search
the contents of the book, highlight text and attach a note to that text, print your
notes and highlights in a custom summary, and cut and paste directly from Safari
Books Online.

To register this product and gain access to the Free Web Edition and the audio and
video files, go to quepublishing.com/using.

3About  the USING Web Edit ion



Media and Support

The Using series lives online at quepublishing.com/using. Visit this site to register
your book, gain access to the media files, and complete your learning experience.
Media files require the free QuickTime Player software available from www.apple.
com/quicktime/download/.

And Even More, Online

In addition, I urge you to visit my personal website, located at www.molehillgroup.
com. Here you’ll find more information on this book and other books I’ve written—
including an errata page for this book, in the inevitable event that an error or two
creeps into this text. (Hey, nobody’s perfect!)

And if you have any questions or comments, feel free to email me directly at
adwords@molehillgroup.com. I can’t guarantee that I’ll respond to every email, but
I will guarantee I’ll read them all.

Get Ready to Click!

With all these preliminaries out of the way, it’s now time to get started. So get
ready to turn the page and learn more about pay-per-click advertising in general,
and Google AdSense and AdWords in particular. It’s a great way to both make
money from your website and promote your site online.

I n t r o d u c t i o n4
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4
Adding Google AdSense for Search
to Your Website

Aside from the simple PPC ads provided by AdSense for Content, there’s another
way to generate ad revenue from your website. If your site is large enough that visi-
tors could benefit from searching the site for the information they want, you can
add a Google search box to your site and generate revenue from the ads that
appear on the subsequent search results pages.

You do all this via Google’s AdSense for Search program. And when you place a
search box on your site, you not only generate ad revenue, you also improve the
experience of your site’s visitors. It’s a win-win for everybody.

Understanding AdSense for Search

Google AdSense for Search is another way for you to generate ad revenue from
your website. The AdSense for Search program is a subset of Google’s AdSense for
Content program that lets you insert a search box on your site, like the one in
Figure 4.1. Depending on how you configure it, visitors can use this search box to
either search your website or to search the entire web. The search results pages
display typical AdSense PPC ads; you generate revenue when visitors click on
these ads.

SHOW ME Media 4.1—A video about how AdSense for Search

works

Access this video file through your registered Web Edition at 
my.safaribooksonline.com/9780131388666/media.
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Even better, you can customize to some degree the results from these on-site
searches—both the matching pages and how they’re displayed on the results
pages. And, of course, you can customize how the PPC ads are displayed on the
search results pages.

For starters, you can specify just where your visitors can search. AdSense lets users
search your site only, a collection of sites you choose, or the entire web. You can
also prioritize and restrict visitors’ searches to specific sections of these sites.

Obviously, the PPC ads that appear alongside the search results, like the ones
shown in Figure 4.2, are targeted to the user’s search query. It’s the same content-
sensitive advertising that you’re used to with AdSense for Content, but displayed
alongside users’ search results. You can opt to display these ads along the top and
right sidebar of the search results page, or at the top and bottom of the page. Nat-
urally, you can also customize the color scheme of the ads to make them look more
like organic search results, or to stand out from the results.

AdSense for Search uses the same search technology used on the Google search
site itself, so you know the results will be good—both fast and relevant to users’
queries. In fact, the results should be identical to those obtained on the main
Google site, at least before you do any customization.

No revenue is generated from merely searching from the Google search box, or
from the display or search results. As with AdSense for Content, revenue is gen-
erated only when users click on the ads displayed on the search results pages.

Figure 4.1 A Google search box displayed on a typical website.

TELL ME MORE Media 4.2—A discussion about why Google

AdSense for Search makes sense for your site

Access this audio recording through your registered Web Edition at
my.safaribooksonline.com/9780131388666/media.
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Figure 4.2 A typical search results page with AdSense for Search ads displayed in the right
column.

SHOW ME Media 4.3—A video about  how to add a search box to

my site

Access this video file through your registered Web Edition at 
my.safaribooksonline.com/9780131388666/media.

Adding a Google Search Box to Your Site

Google AdSense for Search is part of the AdSense for Content program, so you first
need to join that program.

Learn more about signing up for AdSense for Content in Chapter 3, “Adding
AdSense for Content to Your Website.”

LET ME TRY IT
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Figure 4.3 Adding Google search to your site.

4. If you opted to search only selected sites, enter the URLs for those sites
into the Selected Sites box; enter multiple URLs on separate lines. If you
want to limit the search to your site only, enter only the URL for your site. If
you want to limit the search to a subdomain or directory within your site,
enter the URL for that subdomain or directory.

5. To fine-tune the search results, enter one or more keywords that describe
the subject and content of your site into the Optional Keywords box. Use
spaces to separate multiple keywords.

Join the AdSense for Search Program

After you’re signed up, follow these steps to add a Google search box to your pages
and get going with AdSense for Search:

1. Log into your AdSense account and select the AdSense Setup tab.

2. Click the AdSense for Search link.

3. When the AdSense for Search page appears, as shown in Figure 4.3, select
whether you want to search only the sites you select or search the entire
web. If you want to limit the search to your own website, select Only Sites I
Select and proceed to Step 4. If you want visitors to be able to search the
entire web, select The Entire Web and proceed to Step 5.
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Learn more about using keywords in the “Fine-Tuning Search Results with
Keywords” section later in this chapter.

6. Scroll down to the More Options section of this page and verify your site’s
language, encoding, and country.

7. If you want to specify a reporting channel for your AdSense for Search ads,
check the Automatically Create a New Channel box and either select an
existing channel or let AdSense create a channel for you.

Learn more about channels in Chapter 3.

8. If you want to prevent inappropriate sites from appearing in the search
results, check the Use SafeSearch option.

9. Click the Continue button.

10. The next page, shown in Figure 4.4, lets you determine how the Google
search box will appear on your site. Select the desired look and feel, enter a
length for the text box (in characters), and then click the Continue button.

11. On the next page, shown in Figure 4.5, select how you want the search
results page to display. You can open the search results on the Google site
in the same browser window, on the Google site in a new browser window,
or within your own site. If you opt to display results on your own site, you’ll
need to enter the URL for the page where you want the results displayed.

Learn more about how to display results in the “Displaying Search Results on Your
Own Site” section later in this chapter.

12. On the same page, in the Ad Location section, select where you want the
ads to appear on the search results page—Top and Right, Top and Bottom,
or Right.

13. Still on the same page, select a color palette for the ads, or choose custom
colors for specific ad elements.

14. If you opted to display search results on Google’s pages, you’ll see the sec-
tion shown in Figure 4.6, which lets you optionally “brand” the search
results with your own logo. Enter the URL for your logo image file, and the
URL for where you want visitors directed when they click the logo.

15. Click the Continue button to proceed.

16. On the next page, agree to Google’s terms and conditions, enter a name
for this specific search engine, and then click the Submit and Get Code
button.
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Figure 4.4 Configuring the look and feel of your Google search box.

Figure 4.5 Configuring how the search results page—and the AdSense ads—will appear.
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17. The final page, shown in Figure 4.7, displays the code that Google generates
for the search box. Copy the code from this page and then paste it into the
HTML code for your web page.

Figure 4.6 Configuring a logo for your search results.

Figure 4.7 The final search box code—copy it into your web page’s HTML.

Inserting the Search Box Code

After you’ve generated the HTML code for your new search box, you then need to
insert that code into the underlying HTML code of the pages on your website
where you want the search box to appear. You can insert the search box into just
one or into multiple pages on your site; the same code is used wherever you want
the box inserted.
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Enter this code into your page’s underlying HTML in the position where you want
the search box to appear on your page. For example, if you want the search box to
appear at the top of your page, insert the code at the very beginning of the body
code; if you want the ad to appear at the bottom of the page, insert the ad code at
the end of the body code. If you have a more sophisticated page design, use the
appropriate HTML or CSS tags to position the ad on the page.

If all this code insertion stuff causes your head to spin, just turn the task over to
an experienced web designer. He’ll know what to do.

After the code is inserted and the web page saved, the search box will appear on
the designated pages on your website. Visitors can now use the search box to
search your site or the web, as you previously determined, and see the results of
their searches either on a Google page or on a special page on your site. The search
results page also displays PPC ads; whenever someone clicks on one of these ads,
revenue is generated.

Displaying Search Results on Your Own Site

The easiest way to use AdSense for Search is to display search results on a Google
page. This, however, takes visitors away from your site; you might prefer to keep a
more captive audience by displaying search results on your own web page. If this is
your want, Google can accommodate you.

SHOW ME Media 4.4—A video about  how to have search results

shown on your site

Access this video file through your registered Web Edition at 
my.safaribooksonline.com/9780131388666/media.

When you opt to display search results on your own page, you first have to create a
page on your site for the search results. The results of user searches then appear in
a frame on this page. This keeps visitors on your site, rather than kicking them out
to Google.

To do this, start by creating the page where the search results will display. Then fol-
low the steps to create a new search, outlined in the “Adding a Google Search Box
to Your Site” section earlier in this chapter. When you get to Step 11, select Open
Results Within My Own Site. This expands the page, as shown in Figure 4.8. Enter
the URL for the search results page you created and then enter the width of the
frame for the results area in pixels. Complete the rest of the process as normal.
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Figure 4.8 Customizing AdSense for Search to display search results on your own
web page.

When you’re done creating the search, Google displays two pieces of code. The first
is the code for the search box, as described previously, which should be inserted
where you want the search box to appear. The second, labeled Your Search Results
code, should be copied and pasted into the HTML source code of the search results
page you created. Save all your web pages and you’re ready to go.

Fine-Tuning Search Results with Keywords

By default, Google displays search results and PPC ads relating to the queries
entered by your site’s visitors. You can tweak these results, however, to better pro-
mote the content of your site by including your own keywords; Google will then
consider both your keywords and your visitors’ keywords when constructing search
results.

You should use keywords to describe the topic of your search engine and the con-
tent of the pages you’re promoting. A keyword can literally be a single word or it
can be a multiple-word phrase; in either instance, the keyword or phrase should be
descriptive of what your site is about.

You can also use keywords to remove any ambiguity from your visitors’ searches.
Google uses the example of the word “tiger,” included in a user search. The key-
words you enter influence what type of “tigers” are found in the search results. Add
the keyword golf and your search results will display sites relating to Tiger Woods;
add the keyword wildlife and your search results will display sites relating to the
wild animal; add the keyword apple and your search results will display sites relat-
ing to the Mac operating system.

You enter keywords for a given search box when you create the search box. Follow
the steps to create a new search, outlined in the “Adding a Search Box to Your Site”
section earlier in this chapter. When you get to Step 5, enter one or more descrip-
tive keywords into the Optional Keywords box. Use a space to separate multiple
keywords. When you’re done, continue with the rest of the search creation process
as normal.
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Editing Your Website Search

After you’ve created a specific search for your site, you can easily go back and edit
any of the search settings. This is useful if you find the search returning results that
aren’t quite to your liking, or if you want to change the look and feel of the search
results pages.

LET ME TRY IT

Editing Search Settings

1. Log into your AdSense account and select the AdSense Setup tab.

2. Click the Manage Ads sub-tab.

3. When the Manage Ads page appears, as shown in Figure 4.9, find the name
of the search you want to edit in the list and click the Edit Settings link.

Figure 4.9 Managing your AdSense ads and searches.

4. Proceed through the ad setup pages and then save your updates.

Learn more about tracking AdSense for Search performance in Chapter 9,
“Monitoring Your AdSense Performance.”
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Builder, 187-190

application developers,
AdSense for Mobile 
Applications, 25, 77

applying to advertiser 
programs in Google 
Affiliate Network, 94-96

auction process in PPC 
(pay-per-click) advertising,
14-15

authentication rules for 
password-protected pages,
49-50

AutoMapIt, 237

automatic bidding, manual
bidding versus, 195-196

AutoSitemap, 237

average position metric for
AdWords campaigns, 269

B

banner advertisements, 8

bid price
in auction process, 14-15
for keywords, 13
ROI versus, 196-197

Bid Simulator, 197-199

bidding strategy 
(AdWords), 195

bid rates versus ROI, 
196-197

Bid Simulator, 197-199
in campaigns, 166-167
cost containment, 203
for first position, 200-202
high-to-low bids, 203,

286-287
manual versus automatic

bidding, 195-196
optimal costs, 204
reducing maximum 

bids, 200
for specific position, 202
Traffic Estimator, 199

billing information for
AdWords accounts, 155-156

Billing tab (AdWords), 157

blocking
categories of ads, 51-52
competitive ads, 50-51
sites for display ads, 183

Blogger
AdSense ads on, 16
configuring AdSense 

on, 65-69

blogs
AdSense for Content

configuring on Blogger,
65-69

configuring on
WordPress, 70-71

AdSense for Feeds
configuring, 71-73
explained, 24-25

blog marketing as part 
of online marketing
plan, 146

multiple ads per 
page, 126

broad keyword matching,
213-214

budgets
for AdWords, 149-151
for campaigns, 167

buying PPC (pay-per-click)
advertising, 16-18

C

call to action
in landing pages, 224-225
writing, 284

calls, placing from AdSense
for Mobile Content ads, 76

campaigns, 161
creating, 168-173, 288
for promoted videos

(YouTube), 247-251
managing, 176-180
optimizing settings, 288
performance tracking,

256-257
setting parameters, 

164-168
structuring, 162-164
testing, 288-289
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Campaigns tab (AdWords),
157-158

categories of ads, blocking,
51-52

channels, 46
custom channels, 47-48
performance 

tracking, 261
URL channels, 46-47

character limitations in text
ads, 194

choosing. See selecting

click bidding, 167

click fraud, 85, 133
beneficiaries of, 271-272
detection tools, 275
hijacked PC click

fraud, 274
manual click fraud, 273
paid-to-read (PTR) click

fraud, 274
preventing

click fraud detection
tools, 275

monitoring ad 
performance, 275

viewing invalid clicks,
276-277

prosecution for, 272
rate of, 275
reporting, 277-279
script-based click 

fraud, 273
traffic-based click 

fraud, 274

Click True, 275

click-through rate. See CTR

clickbots, 273

ClickLab, 275

clicks, 104, 268
asking for, 133

color schemes, 123-125

commission rates for Google
Affiliate Network, 92

competitive ads, 
blocking, 50-51

competitive research on 
keywords, 212

configuring
AdSense for Content, 

33-37
on Blogger, 65-69
on WordPress, 70-71

AdSense for Domains, 
88-90

AdSense for Feeds, 71-73
AdSense for Mobile 

Content, 77-81
AdSense for Search, 57-61
conversion tracking, 

174-176

confirmation pages, avoiding
ads on, 133

consistency in online 
marketing plan 
components, 147-148

content
importance of, 238-239
improvement, 130-131
SEO (search engine 

optimization) and, 
232-233, 238

content network keywords,
overbidding, 290

context sensitivity in PPC
(pay-per-click) advertising,
10-11, 138-140

contextual targeting, 23

conversion bidding, 167

conversion rates, 204

conversion tracking, 174-176,
217, 270

cost containment bidding
strategy, 203

cost structure
for AdWords, 149-151, 269
for Google AdWords, 17
of PPC (pay-per-click)

advertising, 11-15, 
26-27, 140

cost-per-acquisition 
(CPA), 167

cost-per-action (CPA), 100

cost-per-click bidding 
strategy. See CPC 
bidding strategy

cost-per-thousand-
impressions (CPM), 11, 
149-150, 167

CPA (cost-per-
acquisition), 167

CPA (cost-per-action), 100

CPC (cost-per-click) bidding
strategy, 11, 149-150, 195

bid rates versus ROI, 
196-197

Bid Simulator, 197-199
cost containment, 203
for first position, 200-202
high-to-low bids, 203,

286-287
manual versus automatic

bidding, 195-196
optimal costs, 204
reducing maximum 

bids, 200
for specific position, 202
Traffic Estimator, 199
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CPM (cost-per-
thousand-impressions),
11, 149-150, 167

crawlers, 114

CTR (click-through rate), 
104, 268

on affiliate sites, 15
Quality Score and, 203,

286-287

custom channels, 47-48

custom landing pages, 287

custom reports
saving, 108
viewing, 107-108

customers, SEO (search
engine optimization)
and, 238

D

daily budgets for AdWords,
determining, 150-151

deleting custom reports, 109

delivery method 
(campaigns), 167

demographics, 165

design of landing pages, 224

destination URLs, display
URLs versus, 182, 226

devices for campaigns, 166

direct marketing, email 
marketing as, 146

Discounter technology, 200

Display Ad Builder, 187-190

display ads
blocking sites for, 183
as part of online 

marketing plan, 144-145

display pages, landing pages
versus, 182, 226-227

displaying
multiple blocks of ads, 27
search results from

AdSense for Search, 
62-63

text and image ads, 125

domains, AdSense for
Domains

configuring, 88-90
explained, 25, 83-85
reasons for using, 86-87
restrictions on usage, 

85-86

doorway pages, 134

DoubleClick Performics 
Affiliate program. See
Google Affiliate Network

downloading reports in
AdWords Dashboard, 267

duplicate keywords, 
avoiding, 289

E

eCPM (effective cost-per-
thousand impressions), 104

editing search settings for
AdSense for Search, 64

educational videos for
YouTube advertising, 242

effective cost-per-thousand
impressions (eCPM), 104

email marketing, 146

enabling. See configuring

entertaining videos for
YouTube advertising, 243

equipment requirements
(YouTube videos), 243-244

exact keyword matching,
213-215

F

Facebook, 69

feeds. See RSS feeds

filtering ads
categories, blocking, 

51-52
competitive ads, blocking,

50-51
specific sites, allowing, 

52-53

first position, bidding for,
200-202

formats. See selecting ad
types/sizes

fraud. See click fraud

frequency capping, 168

G

G-Mapper, 237

geographic locations for
campaigns, 165

global monthly searches, 209

Google Ads Preview, 128

Google AdSense. See
AdSense

Google AdWords. See
AdWords

Google Affiliate Network, 91
appearance of ads, 92
applying to advertiser

programs, 94-96
click-through rates, 15
commission rates, 92
inserting ads from, 95-98
joining, 92-94
optimizing performance,

101-102
payments from, 100-101
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types of advertisers on, 92
viewing reports, 99-100

Google Analytics
linking to, 110
viewing information in,

111-114

Google Insights, 209

Google revenue model, 142

graphical ads on Google
Affiliate Network, 92

GSiteCrawler, 237

Gsitemap, 237

H

headlines, writing, 281-282

hierarchy of pages, SEO
(search engine 
optimization) and, 233

high-to-low bids, 203, 
286-287

hijacked PC click fraud, 274

Home tab (AdWords), 157

hosting PPC (pay-per-click)
advertising, 15-16

HTML code for AdSense for
Search, 61-62

I

iAdSense, 129

iEarn, 129

image ads
in AdSense for Content,

40-42
creating, 185-190
displaying with text 

ads, 125

images
image ads

in AdSense for Content,
40-42

creating, 185-190
displaying with text 

ads, 125
SEO (search engine 

optimization) and, 237
surrounding ads with, 126

impressions, 268
impression bidding, 167
impression fraud, 272

improving ad performance,
tips for

compelling copy, 282-284
compelling headlines,

281-282
custom landing

pages, 287
high-to-low bids, 286-287
keyword matching, 

285-286
misspelled keywords, 285
multiple campaigns, 288
optimizing campaign 

settings, 288
targeted keywords, 

284-285
testing campaigns, 

288-289
what to avoid, 289-290

inbound links, SEO (search
engine optimization)
and, 235

increasing revenue, tips for
ad formatting, 123-125
ad positioning, 119-123
ad sizing, 124-125
content improvement,

130-131

displaying text and 
image ads, 125

multiple ads per 
page, 126

performance tracking
tools, 127-130

section targeting, 127
surrounding ads with

images, 126
testing, 131-132
what to avoid, 132-134

informative videos for
YouTube advertising, 242

inserting
ad code from AdSense for

Content, 45-46
ads from Google Affiliate

Network, 95-98
HTML code for AdSense

for Search, 61-62

Internet advertising. See
online marketing plans

invalid clicks, viewing, 
276-277

iPhone apps, AdSense for
Mobile Applications, 25, 
77, 129

J-K

joining Google Affiliate 
Network, 92-94

key phrases, 205

keyword matching, 212, 
285-286

broad matching, 213-214
exact matching, 214-215
negative matching, 215
phrase matching, 214
types of, 213
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Keyword Tool, 208-210

KeywordDiscovery, 207

keywords
avoiding duplicate, 289
bidding for. See bidding

strategy (AdWords)
content network 

keywords, 
overbidding, 290

explained, 205-206
importance of, 239
including in text ads, 192
keyword matching, 212

broad matching, 
213-214

exact matching, 
214-215

negative matching, 215
phrase matching, 214
types of, 213

misspelled keywords, 285
monitoring performance

of, 215-217
negative keywords, 

212, 286
performance tracking,

260-261
in PPC (pay-per-click)

advertising, 9, 138
auction process, 14-15
cost structure of, 11
maximizing ad 

placements, 13-14
Quality Scores, 217-219
researching, 206-212

competitive 
research, 212

Keyword Tool, 208-210
Search-Based Keyword

Tool, 209-212
selecting research 

tools, 207

in search engine 
marketing, 231

for search results from
AdSense for Search, 63

SEO (search engine 
optimization) and, 
233-234

targeted keywords, 
284-285

Keywords tab (campaign
management), 179

L

landing pages
call to action in, 224-225
display pages versus, 

226-227
explained, 221-222
importance of, 287
information to include in,

222-223
Quality Score, effect on,

225-226
visual look of, 224

legal issues. See click fraud

link farms, 134, 271

link units
in AdSense for Content,

43-45
positioning, 121-123

links
to Google Analytics, 110
inbound links, SEO

(search engine 
optimization) and, 235

local monthly searches, 209

locations for campaigns, 165

M

managing  account 
information, 116

manual bidding, automatic
bidding versus, 195-196

manual click fraud, 273

marketing plans. See online
marketing plans

maximum bids, 
reducing, 200

<META> tags, SEO (search
engine optimization) and,
234-235

Microsoft adCenter, 18

Microsoft pubCenter, 16

minimum bids strategy, 203

misspelled keywords, 
207, 285

mobile ads, creating, 190-191

mobile devices, restricting
campaigns to, 166

mobile-optimized 
websites, AdSense for
Mobile Content

configuring, 77-81
explained, 25, 75-77

money-making 
from websites

amount to expect, 26-27
role of AdSense, 21-22

monitoring performance. See
performance tracking

multiple ads
adding to ad groups, 184
multiple ads per

page, 126
multiple blocks of ads,

displaying, 27
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multiple campaigns, 288

My Account tab 
(AdWords, 157

MySpace, 69

N

names for campaigns, 165

negative keyword matching,
213-215

negative keywords, 212, 286

networks
for campaigns, 165-166
performance 

tracking, 261

Networks tab (campaign
management), 179

O

1 2 3 Submit Pro, 236

online marketing plans, 142
components of, 143

blog marketing, 146
display advertising,

144-145
email marketing, 146
online PR, 147
PPC (pay-per-click)

advertising, 143-144
search engine 

marketing, 145
social media 

marketing, 147
consistency in, 147-148
explained, 7-8
pay-per-click. See

PPC (pay-per-click)
advertising

online PR, 147

Opportunities tab (AdWords),
157-158

optimal costs bidding 
strategy, 204

optimized ad rotation, 168

optimizing
campaign settings, 288
performance of Google

Affiliate Network, 
101-102

organization of pages, 
SEO (search engine 
optimization) and, 233

overbidding on content 
network keywords, 290

overlays for promoted videos
(YouTube), 251

overview reports, 103-105

P

page impressions, 104

PageRank, inbound links 
and, 235

paid-to-read (PTR) click
fraud, 274

parameters for campaigns,
setting, 164-168

parked domains. See
domains

password-protected pages,
displaying ads on, 49-50

pay-per-click advertising. 
See advertising

payment information, 
entering, 116-117

payment. See cost structure

payments from Google 
Affiliate Network, 100-101

percent of clicks served 
metric for AdWords 
campaigns, 269

performance improvement,
tips for

compelling copy, 282-284
compelling headlines,

281-282
custom landing

pages, 287
high-to-low bids, 286-287
keyword matching, 

285-286
misspelled keywords, 285
multiple campaigns, 288
optimizing campaign 

settings, 288
targeted keywords,

284-285
testing campaigns, 

288-289
what to avoid, 289-290

performance tracking
with ad channels. 

See channels
from AdWords 

Dashboard, 255
ad groups, 257-258
ads, 259-260
average position, 269
campaigns, 256-257
channels, 261
clicks, 268
conversions, 270
cost, 269
creating reports, 

262-266
CTR (click-through 

rate), 268
downloading

reports, 267
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impressions, 268
keywords, 260-261
percent of clicks 

served, 269
custom reports

saving, 108
viewing, 107-108

entering payment in
formation, 116-117

Google Analytics
linking to, 110
viewing information in,

111-114
of keywords, 215-217
managing account 

information, 116
overview reports, 103-105
to prevent click fraud, 275
for promoted videos

(YouTube)
with AdWords

Dashboard, 254
with Promoted Videos

Dashboard, 252-253
quick reports, 105-107
Report Manager, 109
site problems, 114-115
third-party tools for, 

127-130

persuasive words in ad copy,
282-284

phone calls, placing from
AdSense for Mobile Con-
tent ads, 76

phrase matching, 213-214

phrases. See key 
phrases; keywords

placement of ads
best positions, 120-122
determining position, 197
importance of, 119-120

link unit positioning, 
121-123

placement of ads, 
maximizing in PPC 
(pay-per-click) 
advertising, 13-14

Quality Scores and,
217-219

plans. See online 
marketing plans

position preferences for 
campaigns, 167

PPC (pay-per-click) 
advertising, 7-8

as part of online market-
ing plan, 143-144

auction process, 14-15
buying with Google

AdWords, 16-18
context sensitivity, 10-11,

138-140
cost structure of, 11-12,

26-27, 140
explained, 138-140
hosting with Google

AdSense, 15-16
keywords in, 9, 138
maximizing ad 

placements, 13-14
search engine marketing

and, 231-232, 238-239
sharing ad revenue, 

12-13, 26-27
what to advertise with,

140-141

preventing click fraud
click fraud detection

tools, 275
monitoring ad 

performance, 275
viewing invalid clicks,

276-277

privacy policies on landing
pages, 226

producing YouTube videos
equipment requirements,

243-244
uploading videos, 

244-246
video specifications, 244

promoted videos (YouTube),
246-247

creating campaigns for,
247-251

performance tracking
with AdWords

Dashboard, 254
with Promoted Videos

Dashboard, 252-253

Promoted Videos Dashboard,
252-253

promotion. See online 
marketing plans

PTR (paid-to-read) click
fraud, 274

public relations (PR), 147

Q

Quality Scores
CTR (click-through-rate)

and, 203, 286-287
explained, 217-219
landing pages, effect on,

225-226
in maximizing ad 

placements, 13
viewing, 105-107

QuickSense, 129
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R

rates
for Google AdWords, 17
for PPC (pay-per-click)

advertising, 11-12, 
26-27, 140

reducing maximum bids, 200

referrals, AdSense Referrals
program, 104

registration pages, avoiding
ads on, 133

relevancy in maximizing ad
placements, 13

Report Manager, 109

reporting click fraud, 277-279

Reporting tab 
(AdWords), 157

reports
custom reports

saving, 108
viewing, 107-108

from Google Affiliate 
Network, 99-100

in AdWords Dashboard
creating, 262-266
downloading, 267

overview reports, 103-105
quick reports, 105-107
Report Manager, 109

requirements for producing
YouTube videos, 243-244

researching keywords, 
206-212

competitive research, 212
Keyword Tool, 208-210
Search-Based Keyword

Tool, 209-212
selecting research 

tools, 207

restrictions on AdSense for
Domains usage, 85-86

return on investment. 
See ROI

revenue
revenue generation

amount to expect,
26-27

role of AdSense, 21-22
revenue model for

Google, 142
sharing in PPC (pay-per-

click) advertising, 12-13,
26-27

tips for increasing
ad formatting, 123-125
ad positioning, 119-123
ad sizing, 124-125
content improvement,

130-131
displaying text and

image ads, 125
multiple ads per 

page, 126
performance tracking

tools, 127-130
section targeting, 127
surrounding ads with

images, 126
testing, 131-132
what to avoid, 132-134

ROBOTS.TXT text file, 115

ROI, bid rates versus, 196-197

rotating ads for 
campaigns, 168

RSS feeds, AdSense for Feeds
configuring, 71-73
explained, 24-25

S

saving custom reports, 108

schedules for campaigns, 167

scraper sites, 134

script-based click fraud, 273

search boxes, AdSense
for Search

configuring, 57-61
displaying search results,

62-63
editing search settings, 64
explained, 24, 55-57
inserting HTML code for,

61-62
keywords for search

results, 63

search engine marketing
explained, 229-230
importance of, 230-231
as part of online 

marketing plan, 145
PPC (pay-per-click) 

advertising and, 
231-232, 238-239

search engine optimization.
See SEO

search terms. See keywords

Search-Based Keyword Tool,
209-212

section targeting, 127

selecting
ad positions, 120-122
ad types/sizes, 123-125

image ads, 40-42
link units, 43-45
text ads, 37-40
video ads, 42-43

keyword research
tools, 207
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SenseEarn, 129

SEO (search engine 
optimization), 130-131, 
145, 230-232

content, 232-233
cost of, 231
images versus text, 237
inbound links, 235
keywords, 233-234
know the customer, 238
<META> tags, 234-235
organization and 

hierarchy, 233
sitemaps, 236-237
submitting site to search

engines, 235-236
updated content, 238

Settings tab (campaign 
management), 178

sharing ad revenue in PPC
(pay-per-click) advertising,
12-13, 26-27

sign-in pages, avoiding ads
on, 133

signing up for AdSense for
Content, 30-33

SimpleSense, 129

site feeds. See RSS feeds

site problems, viewing, 
114-115

SitemapDoc, 237

sitemaps, SEO (search engine
optimization) and, 236-237

sites for display ads, 
blocking, 183

sizing ads, 124-125. See also
selecting ad types/sizes

Smart Pricing, 200

social media marketing, 147

Sony Vegas Movie 
Studio, 244

spam, 86, 146

specific position, bidding
for, 202

specific sites, allowing ads
from, 52-53

specifications for YouTube
videos, 244

spelling mistakes in
keywords, 207

SubmitExpress, 236

submitting sites to search
engines, 235-236

suspected click fraud, 
reporting, 277-279

T

tags, 245

targeted keywords, 284-285

testing
campaigns, 288-289
importance of, 131-132

text ads
displaying with image

ads, 125
in AdSense for Content,

37-40
writing, 192-193, 282-284

timing of ads, 167

tracking conversions, 217

tracking performance
with ad channels. 

See channels
from AdWords 

Dashboard, 255
ad groups, 257-258
ads, 259-260

average position, 269
campaigns, 256-257
channels, 261
clicks, 268
conversions, 270
cost, 269
creating reports, 

262-266
CTR (click-through 

rate), 268
downloading 

reports, 267
impressions, 268
keywords, 260-261
percent of clicks 

served, 269
custom reports

saving, 108
viewing, 107-108

entering payment in
formation, 116-117

Google Analytics
linking to, 110
viewing information in,

111-114
of keywords, 215-217
managing account 

information, 116
overview reports, 103-105
to prevent click fraud, 275
for promoted videos

(YouTube)
with AdWords

Dashboard, 254
with Promoted Videos

Dashboard, 252-253
quick reports, 105-107
Report Manager, 109
site problems, 114-115
third-party tools for, 

127-130
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traditional advertising, 8

Traffic Estimator, 199

traffic-based click fraud, 274

U

unused domains. 
See domains

updated content, SEO
(search engine 
optimization) and, 238

uploading YouTube videos,
244-246

URL channels, creating, 46-47

URLs
AdSense for Domains

restrictions on, 86
in text ads, 194

V

video editing software, 244

videos
in AdSense for Content,

42-43
YouTube advertising, 241

educational videos, 242
entertaining videos, 243
equipment 

requirements, 243-244
informative videos, 242
promoted videos, 

246-254
uploading videos, 

244-246
video 

specifications, 244

viewing
custom reports, 107-108
Google Analytics informa-

tion, 111-114

invalid clicks, 276-277
overview reports, 103-105
quick reports, 105-107
reports from Google Affili-

ate Network, 99-100
site problems, 114-115

W

web analytics, 
Google Analytics

linking to, 110
viewing information in,

111-114

websites, making money
from

amount to expect, 26-27
role of AdSense, 21-22

WhosClickingWho?, 275

Windows Live Movie 
Maker, 244

wording for ad copy, 282-284

WordPress, configuring
AdSense on, 70-71

Wordtracker, 207

WordZe, 207

writing text ads, 192-193

X-Y-Z

XML-Sitemaps.com, 237

Yahoo! Publisher Network, 16

Yahoo! Sponsored Search, 18

YouTube
AdSense ads on, 16
video advertising, 241

educational videos, 242
entertaining videos, 243

equipment require-
ments, 243-244

informative videos, 242
promoted videos, 

246-254
uploading videos, 

244-246
video 

specifications, 244

zombie computers, 274
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